AVP, Medical Director

Are you curious by nature and looking for your next challenge?
Do you want to be part of a global vision, as a member of a global team of medical leaders?
Does the idea of working with diverse experts from around the world excite you? Want to expand upon your medical
knowledge and experience? Seeking a company that supports skill development and encourages personal and
professional growth?
Consider a role as an AVP, member of Sun Life’s Global Medical Team!
The Sun Life Global Medical Team (GMT) comprises a group of global medical experts supporting all products (Group and
Individual) in areas including but not limited to: Underwriting, Claims, Product, Risk Management, Innovation, Education,
and Corporate functions such as Crisis Management and maintenance of SLF’s underwriting Manuals including the
Worldwide Manual. The GMT embodies collaboration with our diverse internal business partners, to create innovative and
positive results for our clients and business. GMT members are effective ambassadors, representing Sun Life externally.
Your medical expertise and collaboration with multidisciplinary global teams will deliver cutting edge, innovative results.
You will be recognized as an expert in insurance medicine and serve as a resource for medical expertise related to diverse
areas throughout the Sun Life Financial Global Enterprise.
As an AVP, Global Medical Team member:
You will be a valued member of a collaborative leadership team who is a driven, a self-starter with highly developed
medical skills and analytical thinking. Loves to build relationships, and partner with others to regarding complex medical
issues, while embracing lifelong learning and displaying Sun Life’s values. You are energized about a leadership role that
contributes to meaningful work on a global scale.
What You Bring To the Table


Medical degree from an accredited medical school in Canada/United States or equivalent



Specialist certification in Internal Medicine or related subspecialty such as Cardiology is desired, but not a
requirement.



Experience in clinical medical practice.



Experience in insurance medicine supporting an underwriting department is an asset but not a requirement.



Experience in revising underwriting guidelines and consulting on underwriting manuals is an asset, but not a
requirement



Ability to read, write and speak in languages in addition to English (such as French, Mandarin or Cantonese) is
desirable.

Diversity and inclusion have always been at the core of our values at Sun Life. A diverse workforce with wide perspectives
and creative ideas benefits our clients, the communities where we operate and all of us as colleagues.
We welcome applications from qualified individuals from all backgrounds.
Persons with disabilities who need accommodation in the application process or those needing job postings in an
alternative format may e-mail a request to ‘thebrightside@sunlife.com’.
We thank all applicants for showing an interest in this position. Only those selected for an interview will be contacted.

